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1. INTERNATIONAL FIRE BRIGADE SPORTS COMPETITIONS 

1.1  Introduction 
 
To increase the educational standard, especially to increase the friendly contact 
between the fire brigades of the member nations of the CTIF, International Fire 
Brigade Competitions are organised. In the context of these International Fire 
Brigade Competitions, the International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions are 
organised, for which the following rules apply.  

 
1.2 Scoring groups 

 The competition groups are divided into 3 scoring groups as follows: 
 

 Scoring group “Voluntary Fire Brigades” 
 Scoring group “Professional Fire Brigades” 
 Scoring group “Female teams” 

 
Fire brigade members who are a member of a professional fire brigade as well 
as of a voluntary fire brigade, may only compete in the scoring group 
“Professional Fire Brigades”. 

 
1.3 Size of competition groups  
 
 In total, a competition group for sport competitions includes 13 participants: 
 
 10 competitors (male or female) 
  
 1 team leader 
 
 1 trainer 
 
 1 masseur / driver / standby competitor 
 
1.4. Age of competitors 

The age of competitors depends on the rules of the res. fire brigade 
association. 

 
1.5. Language of orders and commands 

Apart from the opening celebration and proclamation of winners, combat 
orders will be given in the form and language of the organising country.  
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2. GENERAL RULES 

2.1.  Conditions for admission 

By observing the special requirements of the invitation to participate, every 
national fire brigade association may send the number of competition groups as 
stipulated therein to the Fire Brigade Sports Competition. 

The division of the male teams into the scoring groups “Voluntary Fire 
Brigades” and “Professional Fire Brigades” is a matter of the association 
sending the groups. However, all competition groups must be registered 
according to the rules. 

2.2  Competition disciplines 

 The competition groups have to participate in the following disciplines: 
 

 100m obstacle race (male and female teams) 

 Scaling with the hook ladder (only men) 

 Fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m (male and female teams) 

 Fire fighting attack (male and female teams) 

 Duel (only men) 

This is not a competition of its own, but only the result of individual 
scores in the disciplines 100m obstacle race and scaling with the hook 
ladder. 

2.3  Number of competitors in individual disciplines 

Each of the registered competition groups may enter for the respective 
disciplines with the following numbers of competitors: 

- 100m obstacle race   8 competitors 

- Scaling with the hook ladder  8 competitors 

- Fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m 2 relays à 4 competitors 

- Fire fighting attack   7 competitors 

It is in the discretion of the team leader to choose the competitors from the 10 
competitors composing his competition team. The names of the competitors 
entering for a specific discipline are to be announced to the competition  
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management by handing over the participants' list B upon the drawing of the 
start numbers. In the event that any changes should be required, such changes 
have to be announced to the Calculation Office no later than two hours before 
the start.  

2.4.  Clothing and personal equipment 

For all disciplines the competitors have to wear their national duty clothing or 
similar clothing, with fireman’s helmet or other protective headgear, with fire 
brigade safety belt or similar belt, and special sport shoes.  

a) Competition clothing: 

Competition clothing must be non-transparent (even when wet). The upper 
arms must be covered and the trousers must have a length ending no more than 
10 cm above the ground. 

b) Shoes: 

The shoes must not be specially manufactured in a way that provides an 
advantage to the bearer. Profiles, pins or cleats with a maximum length (depth) 
of 6 mm may be present on the sole and heel. 

c) Belt: 

The fire brigade safety belt or similar belt must have a buckle and a minimum 
width of 50 mm. Carabines, safety ropes, etc. are not required. 

In  the  event  that  scaling  with  the  hook  ladder  is  performed  at  the  climbing  
tower without the use of a safety net, the competitors will wear an approved 
safety harness with a ring on the back instead of the belt. This safety harness 
must be approved in the competitor’s home country (e.g. pursuant to EN 361). 

The colour and the clothing, including the helmets, must be uniform within the 
team, except for the final runner in the discipline of the fire brigade obstacle 
relay race 4 x 100 m who must wear special flame-resistant clothing to protect 
himself from the flames: protective gloves and a helmet with a face shield. 
During the process of extinguishing the flames, the face shield must be fully 
closed. The use of protective glasses (goggles)  instead of a face shield is 
insufficient and therefore not permitted. 

Competitors with inadmissible and/or incomplete clothing will not be admitted 
to the competition. 

2.5.   The team leader 

 The team leader is fully responsible for his team and looks after the discipline 
and clothing in accordance with the rules, as well as the timely appearance of 
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his team members during the entire competition. He must know the 
Competition Rules, and may not be part of the judges' organisation.  

The team leader is entitled to submit an objection/complaint in writing against 
decisions of the judges or against defects on devices and/or obstacles to the 
Competition Management. 

 
3.  COMPETITION DEVICES AND OBSTACLES 
 
3.1 General rules 

All devices and obstacles required for the fire brigade sport competitions have 
to be provided by the organiser. However, for  

 
 - 100m obstacle race 
 
 - Fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m 
 
 - Scaling with the hook ladder 
 

the competition teams may provide their own equipment. 

Such devices must comply with the competition rules regarding their weight 
and dimensions and will be checked and marked by the respective judges 
before the competition. After the competition there will be random checks, or 
checks will be performed when a violation of the rules is suspected. Also in the 
event of national or international records the equipment will be inspected once 
more. 

 The indicated weights and dimensions of the competition devices are binding. 
Tolerances of meters will not be considered separately.  

 
3.2 Competition devices and obstacles for the 100m obstacle race  
 
 nozzle pipe  
  minimum length: 25 cm 
  minimum weight: 0.4 kg 
  standard coupling from metal or plastic with sealing ring 
  pulling straps on the pipe are permitted 
  pulling strap must not be made of elastic material (e. g. rubber) 
  length of the pulling strap: max. 50 cm 
 
 C rolled hoses 
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  material: woven fabric or synthetics 
  min. gauge of the rolled hose 60 mm 
  hose length 19 m - 21 m 
  standard couplings from metal or plastic with sealing rings 
  mass (weight) min. 5.0 kg (for both hoses) 
  firmly  mounted  supporting  plates  or  inserts  may  be  used  to  increase  the  
  stability of the hoses 
  
distributor 
  distributor with couplings from metal or plastic with sealing rings 
  featuring 1 inlet and 3 outlets, all couplings and valves, a maximum of 4 
  supports (max. diameter of the supports 4 cm); 
  The lower rim of the lowest projecting edge must not exceed a maximum 
  distance of 6 cm to the ground.  
  Sub-constructions or weight increasing components at the distributor are 
  not permitted. 
  Individual distributors are permitted, if they are in compliance with the 
  Competition Rules. 

 On the  race  track  the  distributor  may be  placed in  any position  along the  
 distributor line, but the vertical line of the couplings must be  rectangular 
 to the horizontal line of the race track.  
 

obstacle wall (for men) 

The obstacle wall is 2m wide and 2m high and consists of strong and 
smoothly connected planks with a strength of 4 – 5 cm. The firm position 
of the wall is safely secured with lateral struts against sliding. For 
improving adhesiveness and protecting the wood against damage by spikes 
and pins, tartan mats or similar materials will be attached to both sides 
where competitors jump off and on. 
 

obstacle wall (for women) 
 

The  obstacle  wall  for  the  100 m-obstacle  race  for  women is  made up by a  
traditional hurdle from field sports with a height of 68 – 72 cm and a width 
of 1.20 m.  

 
running beam (Annex 1) 

The running beam is 8m long and rests on 3 vertical supports.  
The upper surface of the running beam is 1.20m above the race track. The 
running surface is plain and 18cm wide. At both ends of the beam there is 
an approaching or descending ramp with a length of 2m each, a width of 
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25cm and a board thickness of min. 4cm. Transverse strips with a width of 
5cm and height of 3cm are attached to these ramps at a distance of 35 cm 
(measured from the top until the middle of the first transverse strip). 
The running surface of the beam including the ramps should be covered 
with a firmly attached anti-skid material suitable to be used with spikes.  

 
3.3 Competition devices and climbing tower for scaling with the hook ladder 

 
Hook ladder: 
 Single-hook ladder from light metal or wood with wooden or metal treads. 
 The steel hook is to be equipped with cogs and has a minimum length of 40 
 cm. 
 Length of the ladder: 410cm + 10cm 
 Width of the ladder (external dimension) min. 28cm 
 Number of treads: 13 
 Mass (weight): min. 8.5kg 
 Detachable ladders are permitted if they are in compliance with the 
 Competition Rules 
 
Climbing tower (Annex 2) 

The climbing tower is covered with a facade (timber or similar) for 2 to 6 
tracks  and has  a  minimum height  of  13.12m with  3  floors.  On each floor  
the window openings are arranged in a way that the middle of each opening 
corresponds with the middle of the respective race track with a width of 2 
m  each.  The  windows  on  all  3  floors  are  of  equal  size  and  have  the  
following dimensions: 

 Height: 1.87m 
 Width: 1.10m 

Each window has a 37 to 40cm wide window sill, protruding 3cm over the 
tower facade and the additionally mounted protective cover. The window 
sills may be protected against abrasion by integrating rubber or similar 
materials in a uniform way on the right side (approximately 50 cm wide). 
The window sills are to be fixed from below, metal (e. g. screw heads) on 
the upper side of the window sills are not permitted. In order to prevent 
injuries,  3  cm  wide  strips  are  mounted  between  the  window  sills  and  on  
their sides, on all floors.  
The upper edge of the window sill  on the 1st floor is 4.25 m above the 
ground.  The  further  distances  between  the  window  sills  will  be  3.30  m  
each, i. e. on the 2nd floor the height is 7.55 m and on the 3rd floor 10.85 m 
above the ground. 
At a height of 3.20 m below the upper edge of the window sill (measured 
up to the lower edge of the strip) a distance strip with a strength of 6 x 6 cm 
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will  be  mounted  over  the  entire  width  of  the  climbing  tower.  Behind  the  
facade  of  the  tower  there  is  a  platform  with  a  min.  depth  of  1.50m  at  a  
height of 75 – 80 cm below the window sills (from the upper edge of the 
timing contact plate) on each floor. These platforms must be connected to 
the descending ladders and/or steps. 
If electronic time-keeping is used, the contact plates (Annex 3), which are 
to  be  secured  against  shifting  are  installed  on  the  3rd floor. The contact 
plates are 1000 to 1100 mm long and 600 to 800 mm wide. The upper 
surface of the contact plate is divided into two treading zones, separated by 
a strip of 100 to 300 mm. The triggering weight of each part of the plate 
must not exceed 12 kg. The contact signal may only be triggered after both 
treading zones have been charged with a weight. It is to be avoided that 
both parts of the plate can be triggered with only one foot.  
The surface of the facade must not feature any holes, gaps, fissures, 
protruding parts or similar defects on the front of the tower. In order to 
avoid that competitors catch splinters from the wood in the ascending area 
of the tower, a protective layer should be attached (sport cover, rubber, 
fabric layer or similar). 
For  securing  the  competitors  against  falling  from  the  tower,  a  safety  net  
(Annex 4) is to be attached to the climbing tower. The framework for fixing 
the net horizontally to the outside of the climbing tower consists of a metal 
tube with a diameter of 115 mm and a wall thickness of at least 2 mm. The 
safety net is mounted 90 cm above the window sill  on the first floor, at a 
distance of 70 cm to the facade of the climbing tower. The safety net is 
made of 3 - 4 mm strong carbon fibre, or similar, with a mesh distance of 5 
cm x 5 cm. The net is attached to the (tubular) framework at maximum 
distances of 50 cm and must not sag, in order to avoid obstruction of the 
competitors. The tension of the net is to be regulated by means of a rope. 
As an additional safety feature all tracks are to be equipped with fall 
arresters (special device or other appropriate means of arresting the fall). If 
necessary, this safety feature may be used with the help of another team 
member. The use of this additional safety feature has to be announced to 
the judges’ organisation in time before the start of the race. 
On the front of the tower there is a 1m deep and 4 m wide pit with a safety 
pad.  The  safety  pad  consists  of  a  50cm  foam  rubber  layer  with  50cm  of  
sand and sawdust (mixture 1 : 1) on top. The surface of the safety pad must 
be on the same level as the runway. 
At towers with a maximum of two race tracks a foam rubber pad with the 
dimensions 2.0 x 2.0 x 1.0m may be used instead of the “safety pit”. This 
“pad” will be placed after the competitor has reached the 1st floor  of  the  
wall and has hooked the ladder on the 2nd floor. 
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The approaching runway has a total length of 32.25 m, where the start line 
runs parallel to the facade of the climbing tower. 
 

 
3.4 Competition devices and obstacles for the fire brigade obstacle 
   relay race 4 x 100 m  
 
 nozzle pipe (male and female teams) 
 same as for the 100m obstacle race 
  pulling strap not required 

 C hoses (male and female teams) 
  same as for the 100m obstacle race 

 distributor 
 same as for the 100m obstacle race 
 
 ladder for tackling the house (male teams) 
  length: 3 m – 3.15 m 
  bar distance (interior dimensions) minimum: 23 – 25 cm 
  tread distance minimum: 30 – 31cm 
  number of treads: 8 or 9 
  mass (weight) minimum 8.5 kg 
  folding ladders are permitted 
  spikes, pins or sharp edges at the ladder base are not permitted (danger 
  of damaging the race track cover). The ladder base may be cushioned 
  with rubber foam or similar materials 
  detachable ladders are permitted, if they are in compliance with the 
  competition rules 
 
 obstacle wall - female teams (Annex 5) 
  height: 2 m 
   width: 1.20 m 

Four planks are attached horizontally on two vertical supporting beams. 
The upper edges of the planks are positioned at a height of 0.5 m, 1.0 
m, 1.5 m and 2.0 m above the race track. The planks are 4 – 6 cm thick 
and 10 – 15 cm wide. 

   obstacle wall (male and female teams) 
  same as for 100m obstacle race 
 
  1 running beam 
  same as for 100m obstacle race 
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 house obstacle – male teams (Annex 6) 
  length: 5m 
  width: 2 - 2.5m 
  height to roof ridge 2.5m 
  length of roof area: 4m 
  width of each roof area of the ridge roof: 1.5m 
  roof inclination: 30 ° 

Strips with a size of 10 x 6cm each are attached to both sides of the roof 
surface,  at  a  distance  of  20  cm  to  the  roof  gutter.  A  5  –  7  cm  deep  
incision in the roof ridge within the area of the approaching runway 
makes it possible to support the folding ladder on the roof. On each side 
of the roof it is 30 cm wide.  
On the descending side of the house a horizontal platform with a height 
of 1.75m and length of 1m has been affixed. The approaching side of 
the house is coated. 
It is recommended to protect the running zones on the roof with a stable 
surface coating, suitable for use with spikes. 
The area, where the ladder hits the house (incision in the roof) must be 
made of timber in order to prevent a damage of the ladder. 

fire extinguishers (male and female teams) 
Powder extinguishers according to the standard specifications of the 
host country, with a minimum of 5 + 1 kg of extinguishing powder and 
a total weight of not more than 10 kg, suitable for extinguishing 
burning mineral oil may be used. 

 
 fire pan (male and female teams) 
  length: 1.5m 
  width: 1.0m 
  depth: 20cm 
  pan content:  30l water 
     2l petroleum / diesel 
     0.25l carburetor fuel (petrol) 
 

3.5 Competition devices for the fire fighting attack 
 
In the discipline of the fire fighting attack identical equipment is used for male 
and female teams. 
 nozzle pipes C  
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according to the standard specifications of the organising country with 
mouth piece gauge of a maximum Ø of 12.5mm, Storz couplings fitting 
for C pressure hoses 

 
 pressure hoses C, min. interior diameter 42 mm  

 hose length 15 m + 1 m 
 according to the standard specifications of the organising country with 
 Storz couplings 
 no safety pins, etc. 

 
 pressure hoses B, min. interior diameter 75 mm 
  hose length 20 m + 1 m 
  according to the standard specifications of the organising country with 
  Storz couplings 
  no safety pins, etc. 
 
 distributor B-CBC 

according to the standard of the organising country with Storz couplings 

At the B inlet coupling of the distributor a safety pin is permitted and 
recommended for the prevention of accidents. 

A carrying handle at the distributor is permitted. 

portable pump 
according to the standard specifications of the organising country with 
a nominal output of at least 800 l /min at 8 bar 

electric starter 

Storz couplings 

no technical or externally visible modifications 

suction hoses A 
 min. Ø 110 mm,  
 length 2.5m  
 according to the standard specifications of the organising country with 

Storz couplings and without any coupling aids 

The suction hoses must be elastic. 

 suction head A 
according to the standard specifications of the organising country, 
suitable for the suction hoses and without any modifications (e. g. 
protective sieve mesh size, non-return flap, and similar components) 
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 coupling keys 
according to the standard specifications of the organising country, 
suitable for the suction hoses and the suction head 

 pedestal / platform 
dimensions 2 x 2m, height max. 10cm, shielded against under-stepping 
on the side of the starting line 

 water container 
Stable, open container from metal or plastic with vertical walls and a 
capacity of at least 1000 litres. The top edge of the container shall be 
not less than 80 and not more than 90cm above the ground of the 
competition site. Before the start the container must be completely 
filled with water. It is permitted and recommended to fill up the 
container during the race. 

 
 target devices (Annex 7) 

equipped with a target disk, a 15l water container with water gauge and 
light-signal system. Plates with a size of 50 x 50cm are used as target 
disks, which are mounted to frames. In the middle of the target disk 
there is a circular opening. The centre of this opening is positioned at a 
height of 1.6 m above the ground. Behind this opening a water 
container with a capacity of 15l is fixed to the back of the target disk. 
On top of the target disk there is a signal light, which flashes as soon as 
10 litres of water are in the container.  

 
4. THE COMPETITION MANAGEMENT AND THE JUDGES 

4. 1 General Rules 

The judges for the sports competition are nominated by the national fire 
brigade associations of the nations that participate in the sports competition 
according to the judges’ line-up issued by the CTIF Committee on 
“International Fire Brigade Competitions”. 
Only those judges who received special training on the International Fire 
Brigade Sport Competition according to the CTIF Competition Rules may be 
nominated.  

 4.2. The Competition Management 

The Vice President who is in charge of the International Fire Brigade 
Competitions and the International Competition Leader belong to the 
International Organisation Committee of CTIF. 
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The International Competition Leader and the Deputy to the Competition 
Leader for the International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions are appointed 
by the Delegates’ Conference of CTIF. 
 
All other judges are appointed by the Competition Management. 

 
The Competition Management of the International Fire Brigade Sports 
Competitions consists of: 

 the International Competition Leader of CTIF 

 the Deputy to the International Competition Leader for the International 
 Fire Brigade Sports Competitions 

 the Main Judge for the Sports Competitions as well as  

 1 member of the Committee on “International Fire Brigade  
  Competitions” 

The Competition Management is accountable for: 

 

 inspection of the competition site 

 inspection of the race tracks 

 inspection of the competition devices 

 installation of the calculation office for the sports competition 

 organisation of the judges´ meetings,  

 assignment of the judges to individual competition disciplines 

 inspection of the infrastructure that is necessary for the competition  

  

4.3  The Judges' Organisation 

4.3.1 General Rules 

 The judge assigned to a discipline will indicate any mistakes or violations of 
the rules by showing red flags. Valid attempts will be shown by yellow or 
white flags. The flags will only be shown after a race has been finished. 

4.3.2  The Main Judge 

The main judge belongs to the Competition Management for the International 
Fire Brigade Sports Competition. He supervises the work of the discipline 
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judges and approves the competition sites and obstacles for the individual 
disciplines together with the other judges. 

Duties: 

- compiling training and competition schedules 

- allocating and instructing judges on the individual disciplines 

- organising judges’ meetings, explaining and detailing the requirements of 
 the invitation to participate, organisational tasks, and of executing the 
 competitions in the individual disciplines 

- ensuring the timely announcement of results and decisions by the 
 Competition Management 

- documenting evidence of national and international records as well as their 
 acknowledgement by the Deputy to the Competition Leader for the sports 
 competitions 

- submitting proposals for the disqualification of competitors or teams in the 
 case of severe violations of the fairness or these Competition Rules 

- replacement of judges if necessary 

- proposing amendments to the schedule, suspension or termination of the 
 competitions 

4.3.3 The discipline judge 

Supervises the work of the judges' panel for the individual discipline and 
reports to the main judge of the sports competition. 

Duties: 

- inspecting the competition site, the dimensions of the race tracks and the 
obstacles and reporting to the main judge of the sports competition  

- ensuring the inspection and marking of the devices 

- verifying reported errors and violations as well as deleting invalid results 

- receiving and processing complaints and appeals 

- random checking of competition devices after the competition in the case of 
 a suspected violation of the rules 

- inspecting devices following national or international records 

4.3.4 The starter and assistant starter 
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The main duty of the judges' team is the carrying out of orderly starts at the 
individual races, for ensuring that none of the competitors and/or teams will 
start the race before the starting signal is given. 

Duties of the starter: 

- before each race, verifying that the judges and time-keepers at the finish 
are ready for the race 

- observing the correct behaviour of the competitors at the start 

- giving the starting command (starting pistol, start flap, or similar) 

- The position of the starter is to be chosen so that he will be able to see the 
competitors well and can also be seen by the competitors. In the case of 
staggering start lines the starter should be positioned at approximately the 
same distance to the competitors. 

- indicating failed starts by involving the assistant starters, whereby the 
starter's decision has priority over the starter assistants'. 

Duties of the assistant starters: 

- helping with the starting organisation 

- observing the correct behaviour of the competitors at the start 

- indicating failed starts, unless already indicated by the starter himself 

- checking the turning up of the competitors at the individual races 
according to the starting list und reporting their non-appearance to the 
main time-keeper in due time before the start 

4.3.5 The race track judges 

 Duties: 

- monitoring  the  orderly  condition  of  the  obstacles  and  devices  during  the  
competition in each discipline 

- monitoring the orderly use of the respective race track and the regular 
tackling of the obstacles by the competitors within the allocated race track 
segment 

- indicating compliance with or violation of the rules as well as errors by 
raising the different flags 

- The position  of  the  race  track  judges  is  to  be  chosen so  that  they  will  be  
able to watch the competitors from start to finish. 
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- interrupting the race on the allocated track in the case of imminent risk of 
accident for the competitor as well as first-aid in case of accidents 

- verifying the presence and readiness of competitors for the discipline 4 x 
100 m fire brigade relay race 

4.3.6 The main time-keeper 

Duties: 

-  transferring the racing times (from electronic as well as manual time-
keeping) for the individual race-tracks from the time-keepers to the 
recording staff for entering into the results lists 

 -   as judge at the finish line determining the sequence of competitors passing 
the finish line and verifying the times in the results list for their accuracy 
according to this sequence 

 -  confirming the results list through his signature 

4.3.7 The time-keepers 

Duties: 

- Taking the running time of each competitor on the allocated track through 
manual time-keeping following the optical perception of the start signal 
and  the  passing  of  the  finish  line  by  the  competitor.  The  time  is  to  be  
stopped as soon as the competitor passes the finish line with his chest. 

- The time-keepers are positioned at the height of the finish line, and for the 
scaling  with  the  hook  ladder  they  are  positioned  so  they  may  watch  the  
start and will not obstruct the competitors upon the time-taking on the 3rd 
floor.  

- Reporting the times to the main time-keeper for passing on to the recording 
staff for entering into the start protocol 

- The time-keepers are to be equipped with uniform stop watches 

4.3.8  The recording staff 

 Duties: 

- The recording staff document the results achieved in the competition and 
the valid or invalid attempts in the results’ lists. 

- Separate recording staff is to be assigned to electronic and manual time-
keeping. 
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- The recording staff will acknowledge the results’ lists by their own 
signature and afterwards submit the lists to the main time-keeper for 
signature. 

4.3.9 The stadium announcer 

Duties: 

- The main task of the stadium announcer is to make public announcements 
in due time about the progress and results of the competition. 

- In addition, he will announce decisions, information and instructions by 
the Competition Management or the individual discipline judges. 

- Apart from the language of the host country, the announcements are to be 
made in German and in the case of important information also in English. 

- Several stadium announcers may work together, of whom one has to be 
proficient in German for communicating with the Competition 
Management. 

4.3.10 The organisational leader of the sports competition 

Duties: 

- Supporting the International Competition Management with regard to the 
preparation and execution of the opening and closing ceremony 

- Preparing the meetings between the team leaders and the judges for the 
sports competition 

- Coordinating all tasks and information regarding the sports competition 
with the national organisation committee 

- Ensuring communication between the judges’ panel via the national 
organisation committee 

- Coordinating the tasks of the duty service and the steward service with the 
respective supervisors 

4.3.11 The calculation office for the sports competition 

The calculation office for the sports competition must be installed in direct 
vicinity to the competition site. 

At least 2 judges work in the office for processing applications and 
registrations, administering the draws, the starting lists, the recording of the 
results in the competition protocols and the calculation of the ranks. 
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The judges in the calculation office support the International Competition 
Leader in the preparation of the awards, handover of awards, certificates and 
badges. 

4.3.12 The equipment testing personnel 

 Duties: 

The main task of the equipment testing personnel consists in the inspection 
and marking of competition equipment brought in by the teams, according to 
an established checklist. 

During the competitions the testing personnel must make random checks of 
the devices after the attempts by using the corresponding test equipment as 
instructed by the responsible discipline judge and in the case of national and 
international records within the area of the race track. 

The testing personnel support the main judge in the inspection of the 
obstacles, the climbing tower, etc. before the start of the competitions.  

4.3.13 The steward service  

  The National Organisation Committee has to provide the International 
Competition Leader with a Steward Service that is directly subordinate to 
the International Competition Leader and responsible for the order at the 
competition site. The steward service may also be used for other auxiliary 
services by the International Competition Management. 

4.3.14 The duty service 

  The National Organisation Committee has to provide the International 
Competition Management with a Duty Service (at least 20 workers) for the 
entire duration of the competition. It is in charge of preparing the equipment 
and obstacles in due time for the competition and putting it in the right 
places. Furthermore the service is responsible for marking the race tracks 
and supporting the Competition Management in the inspection of the 
markings.  

The Duty Service has to be provided with a supervisor, who must be able to 
communicate with the Competition Management for the sports competitions. 

The Duty Service is to support the judges during the competition, i.e. 

-  on  the  safety  pad,  when  competitors  are  scaling  with  the  hook  ladder  (1  
worker on each track) 

- at the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m for looking after the fire  
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pans and supporting the judges working there (a minimum of 8 workers) 

- at the fire fighting attack for looking after the target devices, for clearing 
the race track after a fire fighting attack and for securing the water supply 
to the water tapping points (a minimum of 12 workers). 

The Duty Service may also be assigned to other auxiliary services by the 
International Competition Management. 

 
4.4. Required judges in the individual disciplines 

4.4.1  100 m-obstacle race 

  

 Judges‘ team for 2 tracks for 3 tracks for 4 tracks 

Discipline judge 1 1 1 

Starter 1 1 1 

Assistant starter 2 3 4 

Main time-keeper 1 1 1 

Time-keepers 4 6 8 

Judes at the obstacles 
(wall/hoses, beam, distributor) 

6 9 12 

Recording staff 2 2 2 

Judges in total 17 23 29 

 

4.4.2  Scaling with the hook ladder 

 

 Judges‘ team for 2 tracks for 3 tracks for 4 tracks 

Discipline judge 1 1 1 

Starter 1 1 1 

Assistant starter 2 3 4 

Main time-keeper 1 1 1 
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Time-keepers 4 6 8 

Judges at the tower (pit) 2 3 4 

Judges on the 1st and 2nd floor 4 6 8 

Recording staff 2 2 2 

Judges in total 17 23 29 

 

4.4.3  Fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m 

 Judges‘ team for 2 tracks for 3 tracks 

Discipline judge 1 1 

Starter 1 1 

Assistant starter 2 3 

Main time-keeper 1 1 

Time-keepers 4 6 

Handover judge, handover 1 - 3 6 12 

Judges at the obstacles 
(house, wall, beam, distributor, 2 x fire) 

6 12 

Recording staff 2 2 

Judges in total 23 38 

 

4.4.4  Fire fighting attack 

 Judges‘ team for 2 tracks for 3 tracks 

Discipline judge 1 1 

Starter 1 1 

Assistant starter 2 3 

Main time-keeper 1 1 

Time-keeper 4 6 

Judges at the pedestal 4 6 
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(water container, pedestal) 

Judges at the attacking line / target devices  2 3 

Recording staff 2 2 

Judges in total 17 23 

 

4.5. The Competition Management for Sports Competitions 

Competition Management Team Sports No.  

Deputy to the Competition Leader Sports Competitions 1 

Main Judge Sports Competition 1 

Organisational Leader of the Sports Competitions 1 

Calculation Office Sports Competitions 2 

Stadium Announcer 2 

Supervisor Duty Service / construction team 1 

Equipment inspection 4 

Time-keeping team 4 

Total members of the Competition Management for the Sports  

Competitions 

16 

 
 4.6  Marking of the Competition Management and the judges 

 

  International Competition Leader white armband with 
three red stripes 

  Deputy to the International Competition Leader white armband with 
two red stripes 

  Main Judge       red armband with 
          three yellow stripes 

  Discipline Judges red armband with two 
      yellow stripes 
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  Organisational Leader of the Sports Comp.  red armband with one 
          yellow stripe 

  Judges   red armband 

  Supervisor of the Duty Service blue armband 

 
The markings of the Duty Service and the Steward Service to be established by the 
organiser of the competitions must be distinguished from the other markings in 
order to avoid confusion (e. g. by wearing vests). 
 
4.7 Complaints 
 

The teams are entitled to raise complaints against the decisions by the judges 
or in case of defects of equipment or obstacles. These complaints are to be 
addressed to the Competition Management. 

Any complaints against decisions by the judges are only permitted, if they 
concern the team of the party raising a complaint and have to be submitted in 
writing by the team leader of the concerned team to the respective discipline 
judge no later than 15 minutes after the announcement of the judges’ decision 
(Annex 18). 

Video documentation of the teams for clarifying complaints is not permitted. 
If necessary, the Competition Management may use the official video 
recordings of the organiser. 

 
4.8 Special circumstances 

 
In the case of hazards for the competitors caused by bad weather or defective 
obstacles or similar, the Competition Management may initiate special action 
(e. g. modifying or rescheduling or suspending or terminating). 
 

 
5. THE COMPETITION SITE 

5.1 General rules 

As a competition site a sports stadium with international dimensions is best 
suited. A lawn field with the dimensions of a football pitch as well as a 400 
m race track are required for performing the competition.  

All disciplines of the International Fire Brigade Sports Competition shall 
be performed on flat tracks and/or sites with treadfast cover.  
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Concrete or bitumen sites are not appropriate. 

For training another lawn field with the dimensions of a football pitch is 
required. 

The race tracks for individual disciplines are to be arranged in order to 
guarantee smooth performance of the competition. 

It is the duty of the National Organisation Committee to organise suitable 
shutoff zones for the individual competition sites.  

According to the number of tracks for the 100 m-obstacle race, scaling 
with the hook ladder and for the fire brigade obstacle relay race, staring 
machines have to be provided. 

5.2. Race track for the 100m-obstacle race (Annex B) 

The discipline will be performed on at least two race tracks. One race track 
is at least 115m long and between 2m wide. Across their entire length the 
race tracks shall be delimited by visible lines or bands or other suitable 
means. Start and finish lines shall be marked continuously marked by a 5 
cm wide strip over the entire width of the track. 

23 m after the start line the obstacle wall for male teams or the obstacle for 
female teams is placed. 

5m behind the obstacle wall two C hoses shall be double-rolled and placed 
in any desired position (28 m-mark). 

10m behind the placed C hoses (38m-mark) is the starting point for the 
ascending ramp to the running beam. At the end of the running beam (start 
of the descending ramp) the demarcation line is visible on the race track.  

At the 75m-mark of the track the distributor shall be placed on its supports. 
It may be turned in any horizontal direction, but may not be fixed.  

The finish line is at the 100m-mark. In the case of electronic time-keeping, 
by means of a light barrier, the light barrier has to be placed at a height of 
1.25 m above the ground. 

After the finish line a run-out area of at least 10 m is to be safely provided. 
At the start 5 m should be provided in front of the start line. 

For being able to document the wind conditions for the registration of 
record results, it is recommended to have the wind conditions measured by 
a judge at the 100 m-obstacle race. The wind conditions for every race 
should be documented. 
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 5.3. Race track for scaling with the hook ladder  

The discipline is performed on at least two tracks, each with a width of 
min. 2.0 m. The approaching distance from the start to the tower is 32.25m, 
whereby  an  approaching  track  of  40  m  has  to  be  provided  allowing  the  
competitors to prepare for the scaling. 

 
5.4 Race track for the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m 

(Annexes 9 and 10) 

5.4.1 General rules 
 

The discipline is performed on at least two race tracks, each 400m long and 
2.50 m wide. Each race track is divided into 4 sections of 100m each. At 
each 100 m-mark as well as 10 m before the mark (90 m-mark) and 10m 
behind (110 m-mark) a line is marked at the right angle to the track, 
delimiting the zones for handing over the baton (handover of the nozzle 
pipe). 20 m before each handover mark (i.e. at 80, 180 and 280m) the pre-
starting areas for the handover shall be marked by flags, signs, etc.  
 
The tracks will be measured at a distance of 20cm from the inner side of the 
track marking. 
 
The competitors are allowed to attach self-adhesive marking strips to the 
race  track,  which  have  to  be  removed  again  by  the  competitors  after  the  
race. The attaching and removal of the adhesive strips has to be monitored 
by the judges at the individual stations. 

 
5.4.2 Race track section I 

 
Race track section I starts at the start line and reaches up to the 100m-mark. 
 
For the male teams a ladder is laid onto the start line, which is used by the 
first competitor of the relay race for scaling the roof of the house. 30m 
behind the start line the house (approaching side) is positioned for the male 
teams and the obstacle wall for the female teams.  
 
To protect the race tracks from damages by the ladder used for scaling the 
house, suitable cover mats should be laid out on tartan and similar covers in 
front of the house. 

 
5.4.3 Race track section II 
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Race track section II starts at the 100m-mark and reaches up to the 200m-
mark. 
 
At the 150 m-mark the 2m obstacle wall is placed for male teams and the 
hurdle for female teams. 
 
 

5.4.4 Race track section III 
 
Race track section III starts at the 200m-mark and reaches up to the 300m-
mark. 

At the 215m mark the two double-rolled C hoses are placed as wanted. 

10m behind the hoses (225m mark) the ascending ramp to the running 
beam is starting. At the end of the running beam (start of the descending 
ramp) demarcation line 1 is visible on the race track. 

At the 225m-mark of the track the distributor will be placed on its 
supports. It may be turned in any horizontal direction, but may not be 
fixed. 

The demarcation line 2 is at the 280m-mark (which also serves as pre-start 
mark for race track section IV). 

 
 

5.4.5 Race track section IV 
 
Race track section IV starts at the 300m-mark and reaches up to the finish 
at the 400m-mark. 

At the 320m-mark a portable fire extinguisher is placed by the competitor 
for the individual race on his/her track. 

At the 350m-mark the fire pan (middle of the pan) is placed. It is 
recommended to provide a spare pan for each race track.  

Within the area of the fire pan the competitor will place the portable 
reserve extinguisher for the respective race track at a distance of 1.5 m in 
any desired way, unlocked, but not in the ready-to-use condition. For races 
on two tracks it may also be positioned outside the race tracks. In the event 
that the competition will be carried out on three race tracks, all the portable 
reserve extinguishers must be placed within the allocated race tracks. 
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The portable reserve extinguisher is to be used if the first extinguisher is 
not sufficient for quenching the flames of the burning liquid. 

Before starting the competition the fire pans are pre-heated once as per 
competition standards. The same will apply if the competition was 
interrupted for more than 15 minutes. 

Within the area of the fire pan the race track is to be protected by suitable 
means (e. g. fire-safety covers) against damage. In this context it has to be 
observed that no dripping edges are created and the surface is not made 
slippery. 

The finish line is at the 400m-mark. 
 
 

5.5 Race track for the fire fighting attack (Annex 11)  
 

The race track for the fire fighting attack is 95m long and 20m wide. One 
to three tracks may be arranged next to each other.  

The start may be carried out from 2 start lines, into the running direction 
from behind or from the right. However, the complete team formation must 
start from one start line. 

9m  behind  the  start  line  there  is  the  side  rim  of  the  pedestal,  where  the  
competition equipment is placed by the competition team.  

The  water  tapping point  is  4m to  the  left  of  the  left  edge  of  the  pedestal.  
The water tapping point is oriented towards the middle of the pedestal.  

90m behind the start line, i.e. 5m in front of the finish line, the attack line 
is marked with a width of 5 cm running across the entire race track. 

The target devices are placed at the 95m-mark, symmetrically to the race 
track. The distance between the middle of one target device to the middle 
of another is 10 m.   

The competition teams are not allowed to apply any markings to the entire 
race track. 

 
6. PREPARATION OF THE COMPETITION 

 6.1. Application 

The application forms will be provided by the International Organisation 
Committee to the National Fire Brigade Associations in due time.  
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These forms have to be filled in correctly and completely. They have to be 
sent to the International Organisation Committee by the time indicated and 
will be used by the International and the National Organisation Committee 
for the preparation of the competition. 

 6.2. The final registration 

The final registration for the International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions 
has  to  be  provided  by  the  national  fire  brigade  associations  to  the  
International Organisation Committee in the form of the participants’ list A 
(Annex 14) until 31 January of the year when the competition takes place. 

The participants’ list B (Annex 15) listing the names of the competitors and 
their starts in the individual disciplines has to be submitted by the team 
leader upon the drawing of the start numbers to the Competition 
Management of the sports competitions. 

 6.3. Participation fee 

For participating in the International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions the 
National Organisation Committee collects a fee for accommodation and 
catering. 

 6.4. Competition schedules 

On receipt of all the final registrations the necessary schedules for trainings, 
competitions and judges are compiled. These schedules will be submitted to 
the competition groups and judges in due time.  

 6.5. Training for the competition 

Each group has the opportunity to train with the used devices on the 
competition site before the competition.  

The detailed training times will be laid down in a training schedule. The 
training time for each competition discipline should be at least 20 minutes 
per team. 

 6.6  Drawing the start numbers 

At the first meeting of the team leaders, if possible before the start of the 
training, the start numbers will be drawn for the team members. The 
drawing will be made by the Deputy to the International Competition 
Leader of the sports competitions. 
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Each team will receive 10 start numbers for its competitors according to 
the draw. These start numbers will remain with the competitor for the 
entire duration of the competition and will have to be worn during the 
competition. 
 
The start numbers have to be worn on the chest for all disciplines and 
when scaling with the hook ladder also on the back. 

 
6.7  The opening of the competition 

The International Organisation Committee issues precise instructions for 
the opening of the competition. All judges, team leaders, trainers, masseurs 
and competitors take part in the opening of the competition in uniform 
clothing. 

The teams will march to their allocated place upon instruction by the 
International Competition Leader.  

The competition will be opened by the person having patronage over the 
event  or  a  person on behalf  of  this  patron.  The  opening ceremony will  be  
directed by the International Competition Leader according to schedule. 

6.8 Conduct at the competition site 

The competitors or teams will have to wait in the preparation rooms until 
they will be called to the start. Then the assistant starters will check the 
marks applied to the competition equipment by the testing personnel as 
well as the competition clothing.  

Competitors not entering for a discipline, as well as team leaders, trainers 
and masseurs may not stay on the competition site during the competition. 

Only the competitors scheduled for the next start as well as their trainer 
may wait in the preparatory waiting rooms. Everybody must behave in a 
disciplined manner.  

After the competition has been performed, the competitors must leave the 
race track without delay. They have to remove the used equipment from the 
race tracks.   

Competitors may not stay on the competition site in their swimwear. 
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7 PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPETITION 
 

7.1 The start 
 

The allocation of tracks is determined by the drawing according to the start 
lists. If a competitor or team will not enter for the competition, the allocated 
track will stay the same, the individual runs will not be replaced. 

The preparation time before each start is 2 minutes at most, except the fire-
fighting attack with 5 minutes. This time includes the times for the 
positioning of the hoses, the adjusting of the start machines, the preparation 
of  the  ladders  or  the  pit  containing  the  safety  pad  or  the  portable  fire  
extinguishers. If this time is not kept, the starter may declare the attempt as 
invalid, after a previous reminder. 

The assistant starters check the start and track numbers and indicate the 
readiness for start to the starter. 

The starter gives the following start commands in the language of the host 
country: “On your mark!”, “Ready” and “Go!”. For the fire-fighting attack 
the command “Ready” will not be issued. The command “On your mark!” 
may also be indicated by 2 whistles (short and long) and the command 
“Ready” by a long whistle. 

Upon starting with the starting pistol the start command has to be indicated 
optically for the purpose of manual stopping (e. g. through a blackboard, or 
other means).  

Apart from the fire-fighting attack starting from the ground by means of start 
machines is prescribed. For the fire-fighting attack high starts are permitted. 

The use of light barriers for triggering the time-keeping after the start is not 
recommended. 

Following the command “On your mark!” the competitors will assume the 
start position, but without their hands or feet touching the starting line yet. 
Both hands and one knee must be placed flat on the race track, both feet 
must be in contact with the start machine. The race track lying behind the 
starting line (in the running direction), must not be touched with any part of 
the body. 

For the fire brigade obstacle relay race of men and scaling with the hook 
ladder, it is not considered a violation of the rules, if the hands are placed on 
the ladder behind the starting line (in the running direction). The ground, 
however, may not be touched thereby.  
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After taking-up this start position (and not moving anymore), the start 
command “Ready” will be issued, following which the competitors will 
slowly rise up, until they have assumed the correct start position and 
maintain absolute immobility. By doing so, the contact of the hands with the 
race track or the ladder and of the feet with the start machine will be kept.  

After all the competitors have assumed this immobile position, the start 
command “Go” will be issued.  

Competitors who have raised their hands or feet or moved their body before 
the start signal, will be judged to have caused a false start and will receive a 
warning. 

If the starter or the assistant starters identify an irregular start of a competitor 
before the start signal, all participants in the run will be stopped and ordered 
back to the start line. 

The competitor receiving a warning due to his//her causing a false start, has 
to demonstrate his/her awareness of the violation by raising his/her arm. 

In each run only one false start is permitted without excluding the competitor 
responsible for it. Each of the competitors causing another false start will be 
excluded for this false start, irrespective of the fact, if he/she has already 
caused a false start or not. 

All the warnings and decisions of the starter are to be recorded in the start 
list.  

7.2  The race on the tracks 
 

The competitors may only use the track allocated to them during a run. 
Except in the case of falling or losing balance without obstructing other 
competitors, leaving the race track will lead to an invalid attempt. 

If a competitor receives help from outside, leading to advantages, this 
attempt will be invalid. 

Leading competitors (e. g. through the use of forerunners) is not permitted 
and will cause an invalid attempt. 

7.3  The finish 

An attempt will be valid, if a competitor or team reaches the finish without 
outside help and without any violation of the rules for the individual 
discipline. 

Time will be taken: 
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- For the 100 m obstacle race and the fire brigade obstacle relay race, 
when the finish line is crossed with one part of the body apart from head, 
neck, hands or legs. The time-keeping, or finishing band, must be triggered 
without any outside help. 

- For scaling with the hook ladder at the moment of touching the time-
keeping contact plate with both feet below the window on the 3rd floor of 
the climbing tower; 

- For the fire-fighting attack at the moment when the filling of both target 
containers with 10 l each will be displayed; 

- The reaction difference between electronic and manual time-keeping is 
0.24 s. This may be considered in exceptional cases by the Competition 
Management for the Sports Competitions in the case of a failure of the 
electronic time-keeping. 

-  Each competitor must arrive at the finish with complete clothing and 
equipment for the individual discipline (just as at the start). In case objects 
of the equipment should drop during the run, they have to be taken up 
again. If this is not done, the achieved result in this run will be invalid. 
This also applies to the individual competitors in the team disciplines. 

 
7.4 The 100m obstacle race 

 
The competitor called will take position with the C nozzle pipe in front of 
the  starting  line,  without  touching the  start  line.  It  is  allowed to  carry  the  
nozzle pipe as desired. It is also allowed to fasten the nozzle pipe to the 
body by means of a strap band. 

Following the starting command given by the starter, the competitor will 
run in the race track assigned to him/her, climb over the obstacle wall at the 
23m-mark, without using the supports, take up the two C hoses at the 28m-
mark, run over the running beam (38m-mark), roll out the hoses and couple 
them. Then he will run to the distributor at the 75m-mark, where he 
attaches this hose pipeline, and then the nozzle pipe. With the hose pipeline 
now fully coupled he will proceed and cross the finish line. After crossing 
the finish line, all the couplings must be attached as specified. 

The competitor may roll out and couple the hoses before, during or after the 
crossing of the running beam. The coupling of the hose pipeline, the 
attaching to the distributor and the nozzle pipe may be done in any way and 
sequence while standing or moving. The coupling of the hose pipeline to 
the distributor must happen at the distributor line. 
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While descending from the running beam, the competitor may not touch the 
ground in front of the demarcation line. If he/she does, he/she has return 
and cross the running beam once more.  

When crossing the finish line, the nozzle pipe is to be held in a way that the 
judges may recognise the nozzle pipe being attached to the hose as 
required, otherwise the attempt has failed. 

Following the start command given by the starter, nobody may enter the 
race track and/or touch the hoses anymore, except for the competitor 
himself/herself.  

 
7.5 Scaling with the Hook Ladder 
 

The competitor called assumes the start position in front of the start line, 
holding the hook ladder. The starting line must not be touched. 

The hook ladder will be laid out along the start line, as desired. The ladder 
must be left on the ground until the starting command has been given, 
however it may be touched by the competitor before the start command, 
even if he has to reach across the start line. While running, the competitor 
may carry the ladder with one or both hands. Following the command given 
by the starter, the competitor will run, after taking up the ladder, on his 
track up to the tower and ascends to the 3rd floor in any discretionary way. 
The insertion and/or throwing the hook ladder from one floor to the next 
must be done while seated on the window sill. 

The finish is reached when the competitor has touched the contact plate on 
the platform behind the third window on the 3rd floor with both feet, 
thereby triggering the contact mechanism for the electronic time-keeping. 

On climbing towers with attached safety net, the tower may be climbed 
without additional safety measures, the installed fall arrester may however 
be used by the competitors.  

7.6 The Duel 

The duel is not a competition discipline in itself, but only a scoring of 
individual competitors from the disciplines: 

- 100m obstacle race and 

- scaling with the hook ladder 

To arrive at the result for the duel, the best results from the competitors in 
both disciplines are added up. 
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A team scoring will not be carried out for the duel. 

7.7 The fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m 

The fire brigade obstacle relay race includes 4 track segments of 100m 
each, whereof each competitor will run only one segment. 

A nozzle pipe is used as relay baton which has to be handed over within 
the changeover area (20 m long) from hand to hand. For the handover the 
position of the nozzle pipe and not of the competitor is relevant. The 
nozzle pipe may not be thrown instead of handed over. The competitor 
taking the nozzle pipe may start his/her run within a pre-starting area of 
10m in front of the changeover area, but may only take over the nozzle 
pipe within the changeover area. The nozzle pipe may be carried in any 
way. 

The fourth competitor must cross the finish line with the nozzle pipe. In 
the event that the nozzle pipe is dropped at handover, only the competitor 
handing it over may pick it up again. If the nozzle pipe drops outside the 
race track or into a neighbouring track, it may also be picked up again. By 
doing so, obstructing the other teams has to be avoided, otherwise the run 
is invalid. 

The nozzle pipe also has to be carried when tackling the obstacles. If it 
should drop in front or beside an obstacle, the obstacle has to be crossed 
again. 

The competitor handing over the nozzle pipe may leave the race track 
assigned to him/her after the handover, if no other competitor is obstructed 
thereby. 

The competition is effected in the following way: 

Following the call, the four competitors of the relay race will assume their 
position in the pre-starting zone. Afterwards they will be ordered to their 
starting areas, where they line up in their own discretion.  

In the male competition the first runner assumes the start position with the 
nozzle pipe (relay baton) and the ladder for climbing the house. The ladder 
for climbing the house must rest on the floor until the start signal is given, 
however, may already be touched by the competitor before the start signal, 
even by reaching across the start line. 

Following the start signal, the first competitor runs on the track assigned to 
him to the house, where he climbs the roof by using the ladder, crosses the 
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roof and thereafter jumps on to the race track. By doing so he has to touch 
the platform on the back of the house. 

In the female competition the competitor proceeds to the start with the 
nozzle pipe (relay baton) and after the start command has been given, runs 
on the race track assigned to her to the obstacle wall which she may tackle 
in any way. 

After  taking  over  the  nozzle  pipe,  the  second  runner  will  approach  the  
obstacle wall/hurdle and climb it without using the lateral supports. 

The carburetor fuel (0.25 l) will be poured into the fire pan as soon as the 
start runner reaches the house or obstacle wall. The other liquids in the pan 
are filled in before the start. The liquids in the pan will be lightened as 
soon as the second runner reaches the obstacle wall. 

After the third competitor has taken over the nozzle pipe, he/she will run 
up to the 2 C hoses, take them up, tackle the running beam, roll out the 
hoses and couple them, run to the distributor and attach the hose pipeline 
to the distributor. 

Coupling the hose pipeline, attaching it to the distributor and to the nozzle 
pipe may be done in any way and sequence while standing or moving. The 
coupling of the hose pipeline to the distributor must happen at the 
distributor line. 

While descending from the running beam, the competitor may not touch 
the  ground  in  front  of  the  demarcation  line  1  at  the  end  of  the  running  
beam otherwise he/she has to return and cross the running beam once 
more.  

The competitor keeps running towards the demarcation line 2 and has to 
couple the nozzle pipe before crossing the line, so it is visible to the judges. 
After crossing the demarcation line 2 he/she has to decouple the nozzle pipe 
from the hose pipeline again, drops the pipeline and continues to run with 
the nozzle pipe to the third handover. It is not relevant where the hose 
pipeline comes to lie after the nozzle pipe has been decoupled, but all 
couplings have to be coupled as specified until the distributor is reached. 
However, the dropping of the pipeline must not obstruct any other 
competitors on other tracks, otherwise the run will be invalid. 

After the start of the respective relay race nobody is allowed to touch the 
hoses anymore, except for the competitor in question. 

After  taking  over  the  nozzle  pipe,  the  fourth  runner  will  run  up  to  the  
portable fire extinguisher, take it up, run to the fire pan, extinguish the fire 
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in the pan, put down the extinguisher and cross the finish line with the 
nozzle pipe. The portable fire extinguisher may be carried in any way, but 
no  part  of  the  extinguisher  may  protrude  into  the  fire  pan  after  the  
extinguisher has been put down. Upon crossing the finish line the fire has 
to be completely extinguished in the fire pan, and, if necessary, also outside 
the pan. In the event that the portable fire extinguisher should not suffice to 
quench the fire, the competitor has to use the reserve fire extinguisher. If 
the portable fire extinguisher should not work, without the competitor's 
blame, the relay race in question will be repeated. 

While fighting the fire the face shield must be completely closed or folded 
down. 

Before the start of the race, the four competitors, under the responsibility of 
the judges' panel, will determine by draw which type of liquids will be 
placed in the pan and which of the portable fire-extinguishers are to be used 
for their attempt. The liquids are to be kept in sealed bags with numbers. 
Also the fire extinguishers are to be numbered. 

 
7.5 The fire fighting attack 

The equipment for the fire fighting attack will be provided by the National 
Organisation Committee of the host country. The competition group 
receives the equipment in time for the competition by the judges' team 
which shall take care that all groups will be allowed equal preparation 
time.  

Following the call each team has a maximum time of 5 minutes for laying 
out the equipment on the pedestal (platform), according to the following 
rules. 

The hoses may be laid onto the pedestal in any discretionary way. They 
may be rolled or folded. Only the suction hoses may exceed the edges of 
the pedestal, without touching the ground. Couplings may not be 
connected. The visible division between the protruding edges must be 0.5 
cm for all couplings (Annex 12). No other types of connections (e. g. by 
rubber linings of the hoses) are permitted, the couplings may not protrude 
into other devices, either. 

Valves may be positioned in any way, dummy couplings are not required.  

The portable pump may be operated by the group within the preparation 
time. If technical defects at the portable pump should be noted, it lies in the 
responsibility of the judges’ team to effect a replacement or a possible 
repetition of the race.  
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The judges at the pedestal have to inform the competition group 30 
seconds before the preparation time has expired and at the same time have 
to inform the group about any possible errors having occurred in the laying 
out of the equipment on the pedestal. After the preparation time has 
expired, the competitors have to leave the pedestal and line up outside the 
race track. If the equipment is not laid out according to the competition 
rules by now, the group may not start and the attempt has failed. 

At the start, the competition group shall line up outside the marked race 
track. The start may be performed from the start line in the running 
direction, or from the right side of the race track. However, the entire 
group has to start from the same of these two lines. 

After the command by the starter, the team will run towards the platform, 
couple the 3 B hoses to the portable pump and the distributor and roll out 
the C hoses into 2 pipelines up to the attack line, where the nozzle pipe 
holders will take their position.  

After forming the pipeline with the suction hoses and suction head, water 
will be sucked up from the water tapping point (container). The suction 
head has to be fully attached to the pipeline, before it is immersed into the 
container and has to stay connected to the suction hose pipeline until the 
fire fighting attack has been finished. It may not be held or coupled again 
while  it  stays  in  the  water.  The  judges  at  the  platform  will  verify  if  the  
suction head stays coupled to the suction pipeline in the required way, after 
the  race  has  been  finished.  If  this  is  not  the  case,  the  attempt  will  be  
invalid. The suction pipeline may be produced in any way, but markings 
on the ground are not allowed. If required, the organiser, in its own 
discretion, may provide a uniform rubber mat without markings on each 
track (for avoiding damage to the suction hoses and/or the race tracks) for 
the area around the mid-coupling. 

The judges at the pedestal will watch out for the teams handling the 
provided equipment with the necessary care in order to avoid damage (e. g. 
bending angle of the hoses, modification of the hose profile, etc.). 
Inappropriate handling or destruction by the team will lead to the race 
being terminated or the attempt being invalid. Severe violations may lead 
to a disqualification. 

The holders of the nozzle pipe will fill the target containers with 10 l water 
each, by spraying water into the 5 cm-openings of the target containers. It 
is not allowed to support the nozzle pipe on another competitor or on the 
ground, while inserting the water. The nozzle pipe may be held in any way, 
however the holders of the nozzle pipe may not support each other. During 
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the process of filling, none of the competitors may touch or cross the attack 
line.  It  is,  however,  allowed  to  lean  over  the  attack  line  in  the  air  (e.  g.  
when holding the nozzle pipe). 

As soon as the target containers have been filled with 10 l of water each, 
the time will be taken, whereas the target container filled up as the last one 
will be relevant for the scoring time of the team.  

The judges at the target containers are responsible for the complete 
emptying of the containers and closing of the water taps after each run. 

The  hoses  may  be  laid  out  in  any  way  and  sequence,  for  reasons  of  
accident prevention it is however not permitted to carry the distributor over 
one's shoulder while the B hose is laid out. This is not recommended 
either, when pulling the C hose pipeline with attached nozzle pipe. 

 
7.9 Repeating a Discipline 
 

If a competitor is obstructed in the regular performance of his task by a 
person not belonging to his competition team, or if a defect becomes evident 
at a device or a facility, which is not to blame on the competitor, the leader 
of the team in question may raise a complaint to the discipline judge who is 
to decide on the repetition of the race, in consultation with the judge from 
the concerned area.  

 
8. TIME-KEEPING 

 
At the CTIF Competitions electronic time-keeping is mandatory. 

The start is indicated by an acoustic signal (e. g. a starting shot) which 
triggers the time-keeping. 

If light barriers are used for the 100m-obstacle race and the fire brigade 
obstacle relay race 4 x 100m, they have to be installed at the location of the 
finish line of each race track, at a height of 1.25m. When taking the time by 
means of a light barrier, the competitors will not be allowed to trigger them 
prematurely through moving arms or legs. The light barriers have to be 
triggered by the competitor without outside help. If the time-keeping is not 
triggered  by  himself/herself  (e.  g.  in  the  case  of  a  fall),  the  run  will  be  
invalid for him/her. 

For the discipline of scaling with the hook ladder, a contact plate has been 
installed on the third floor of each track. The time will be taken, as soon as 
both components of the contact plate have been triggered by the competitor. 
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For the fire-fighting attack, the time will be taken only after the respective 
team has filled the second target container with 10 l of water. 

The results of electronic time-keeping have to be recorded in the protocol. 

In addition to electronic time-keeping, the time will be taken manually on 
each track; these times have to be recorded separately. 

In the event of a failure of electronic time-keeping through malfunction or 
maloperation in single runs, the discipline judge will decide whether the run 
will be repeated at a later time, or if – as an exception – the manually 
recorded time will be considered instead. In the latter case 0.24 seconds 
have to be added to the manually recorded time. 

In the event of large-scale malfunctions or failures of electronic time-
keeping, the Competition Management for the Sports Competitions will 
decide whether the manually recorded times will be considered for the 
whole discipline. 

Times are measured in seconds, up to fractions of 1/100 s (e. g. 16.25s). 

Following the performance and scoring of the individual runs, the resulting 
measurements will be announced optically and acoustically.  

 
9. SCORING 
 

9.1  General Rules 

Each competition team should enter for all disciplines of a competition.  

If  a  group does  not  enter  in  one  or  more  disciplines,  their  total  score  will  
not be counted.  

9.2 Individual disciplines 100m-obstacle race and scaling with the hook 
 ladder 

Individual results will be scored in the following disciplines: 

 100m-obstacle race (male and female teams) 

 Scaling with the hook ladder (male teams) 

 Duel – combined result from the best attempts in the disciplines of 
100 m-obstacle race and scaling with the hook ladder (male 
teams) 
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For identifying the individual winners the organisers may in their own 
discretion arrange final runs with different numbers of participants in the 
individual disciplines. 

100m obstacle race 

Eight competitors of each competition team may undertake two attempts 
each, whereby the better one is considered for scoring. If only one attempt 
is valid, this one shall be scored, if both attempts have failed, the 
competitor will be placed on the last rank and not scored for the duel. The 
attempt is not valid, if the discipline has not been completed or the 
competition rules for this discipline have not been complied with.  

If two or more competitors have equal times from their better attempts, the 
better time of the worse attempt will decide. If one of the competitors has 
only one successful attempt available for scoring, the competitor with two 
successful attempts shall be first. If also the worse attempts are equal for 
two or more competitors, such competitors shall be placed on the same 
rank. 

  Scaling with the hook ladder   

Scoring is effected in the same way as for the 100m obstacle race. 

  Duel 

The time of individual competitors in the duel results from adding the valid 
time measurements in the disciplines of the 100m obstacle race and scaling 
with the hook ladder. If a competitor has not started in one of these two 
disciplines, he will not be scored for the duel.  

If two or more competitors have equal times, the time achieved in scaling 
with the hook ladder will decide on the better rank. If these times are also 
equal, such competitors will be placed on the same rank. 

The results from the final runs will not be considered for the duel. 

9.3  Team scoring in the individual disciplines 100m-obstacle race and 
scaling with the hook ladder 

For each team the times of the six best competitors will be added up for the 
team scoring. Possibly arranged final runs will not be considered for the 
results of the team scoring.  

  If two or several teams should achieve the same total result in this 
discipline, the better total from the worse attempts of the six equal 
competitors will decide. In the event that one or several of the six equal 
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competitors have only one successful attempt to report, the team where 
more of the competitors report two successful attempts will be given 
priority in the case of equal times achieved from the better attempts.  

In the event that not at least six of the eight competitors entered for the 
competition have at least one successful run, this team will be placed 
behind the team with six valid runs in the team scoring for the discipline in 
question. If several teams should not have 6 valid runs, the lowest total will 
decide on the better rank in the case of an equal number of valid 
measurements. 

9.4  Fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m 

Eight competitors from each team will enter in two relays of four 
competitors each (relay A and B). Each of the relay teams will have one 
attempt. At first the A relays of each team will start and afterwards the B 
relays. As far as possible, each relay should be assigned a different race 
track. 

It is absolutely not permitted that a competitor starts in both relays. 

For the scoring of the discipline both relays of a competition team will be 
considered. 

In case two or several relay groups have equal times, the relay group which 
started first, and therefore was the first one to achieve this result, will be 
placed on the better rank.  

9.5 Fire fighting attack 

The time measured in the fire fighting attack will decide on the rank. 

It is recommended to the organiser of the International CTIF Competitions 
to arrange two attempts per competition team, of which the better one will 
be scored. 

If two or several teams should achieve the same time with their better 
attempt, the time achieved in the other run of this team will be also 
considered for identifying the better rank. 

In the event that only one run will be held, resulting in equal times, the 
team which started first, and therefore was the first one to achieve this 
result, will be placed on the better rank. 

9.6 Overall team scoring 
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For the total score of the teams in all four disciplines, the ranks which have 
been achieved by the competition teams in the team scorings of the four 
individual disciplines will be added up (Annex 16). 

In the case of equal points, the better result in the discipline of the fire-
fighting  attack  shall  decide  on  the  final  score.  If  the  time is  also  equal  in  
this, the teams in question will be placed on the same rank.  

The team with the lowest number of points is the winner of the 
competition. 

The results of the duel will not be considered in the general score. 

In the discipline of the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100m only the 
result of the better placed relay groups will be considered in identifying the 
number of points for the overall team scoring. 

In the case of equal times of two or several better relays of a team, the 
better result of the second relay of this team will decide on the rank. If the 
times are also equal in this respect, the teams in question will be placed on 
the same rank. 

In the event that none of both relays performs this discipline successfully, 
the team in question will be placed on the last rank. If several teams should 
be placed on the last rank, the number of their rank will correspond to the 
number of teams that entered for the competition. 

The same will apply in case of two invalid runs in the fire fighting attack. 

9.7 Records and best results 

A national or international best result in the individual disciplines, 
measured by electronic time-keeping and being in compliance with the 
competition rules for the competition (pre-runs and final runs), will be 
deemed to be a record.  

Records must be registered with the main judge by the relevant team 
leader. The main judge will in retrospect organise an inspection of the 
devices and equipment used by the competitor or the team for achieving 
the record result in question. Furthermore he will check the wind 
conditions in the case of the 100m obstacle race. 

The record result will be recorded by the main judge and has to be 
acknowledged by the Deputy to the International Competition Leader for 
the Sports Competitions (Annex 17). 
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Record achievements in the 100 m-obstacle race will only be recognised, if 
the tailwind did not exceed 2 m/s in the respective run. If the competition 
was carried out and recorded without any wind measurements, the result 
cannot be recognised as a record. 

9.8 Disqualification  

Should one or more competitors, a relay or a fire attack group deliberately 
or grossly violate the regulations of the competition or the rules of fairness, 
should they severely impede competitors of other teams, or should one 
team discontinue the competition without permission or convincing reason, 
the discipline judge of the discipline in question may apply for their 
disqualification to the Deputy to the International Competition Leader for 
the Sports Competitions. The Competition Management will then decide on 
the application. 

The competitor(s) who has (have) committed such violation will be 
excluded from further participation in the competition. Any placements and 
prizes achieved up to the disqualification will remain in force. A substitute 
for this team member may not be appointed. 

  Reasons for disqualification are especially: 

 Inappropriate behaviour of one or more competitors or a team towards 
judges and organizers; 

 Deliberate manipulation of already inspected devices; 

 Participation of one of the team members in both relay groups; 

 Deliberate heavy impeding of members of other competing teams.  

 

10 COMPETITION AWARDS (MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES) 
 
10.1  The Medal of International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions 
 
10.1.1 Individual scoring 
 

The three best competitors in the disciplines of the 100m obstacle race, 
scaling with the hook ladder and in the duel will each receive a gold, silver 
and bronze medal. 

Each medal will be accompanied by a certificate. 

Certificates and medals will be awarded in every scoring group. 
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10.1.2 Team scoring for the 100 m-obstacle race and scaling with the hook 
ladder 

In the team scorings of the individual disciplines 100 m-obstacle race 
(male and female teams) as well as scaling with the hook ladder the 
competitors who have started and reached the first 3 ranks will receive 1 
gold, silver and bronze medal each, together with a certificate for the 
whole team. 

This results in the following number of medals per discipline and scoring 
group: 

 Rank 1  - 8 gold medals 

 Rank 2 - 8 silver medals 

 Rank 3 - 8 bronze medals 

10.1.3  The fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m and the fire-fighting 
attack 

All the competitors of the 3 best relay groups and fire-fighting attack teams 
of  each  scoring  group  as  well  as  one  trainer  of  each  these  groups  will  
receive one gold, silver and bronze medal each. 

This results in the following number of medals: 

The discipline of the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m: 

 Rank 1  - 5 gold medals 

 Rank 2 - 5 silver medals 

 Rank 3 - 5 bronze medals 

The discipline of the fire fighting attack: 

 Rank 1  - 8 gold medals 

 Rank 2 - 8 silver medals 

 Rank 3 - 8 bronze medals 

Each  of  the  relay  groups  on  the  ranks  1  to  3  in  the  scoring  groups  will  
receive a corresponding certificate. 

10.1.4 General scoring 

In all 3 scoring groups all the 10 competitors of the 3 best positioned teams 
as well as one trainer of these teams will receive 1 gold, 1 silver and 
bronze medal each. 
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 Rank 1  - 11 gold medals 

 Rank 2 - 11 silver medals 

 Rank 3 - 11 bronze medals 

Each of the participating teams will receive a certificate showing its rank 
in the general scoring. 

10.2  The Large Medal of International Fire Brigade Competitions of CTIF 
 

At the award presentation ceremony each competition team will receive the 
large Medal of International Fire Brigade Competition of CTIF according 
to the following scoring in thirds: Those teams which are positioned in the 
first third within the general scoring of the International Fire Brigade Sports 
Competition will each receive a large Gold Medal of International Fire 
Brigade Competition of CTIF. The teams in the second third will receive a 
Silver Medal each, and the teams in the last third will each receive a large 
Bronze Medal of International Fire Brigade Competition of CTIF. 

10.3  The Badge of International Fire Brigade Competitions  

Anyone participating in one of the International Fire Brigade Competitions 
of CTIF as competitor, team leader, masseur, trainer or judge as well as the 
organising staff will receive the Badge of International Fire Brigade 
Competitions of the relevant event. 

11 AWARD CEREMONY 

11.1  International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions 

The award ceremonies in the individual disciplines will be carried out for 
the individual scorings as well as the team and general scorings according 
to the time schedule of the CTIF Competitions individually and 
irrespective of the closing ceremony. On this occasion the Medal of the 
International Fire Brigade Sports Competitions of CTIF will be awarded.  

11. 2 The Closing Ceremony (Proclamation of Winners) 
 
The international organisation committee gives precise instructions for the 
proclamation of winners. All judges and competitors take part in the 
proclamation of winners. The teams march to the VIP lounge on 
instructions of the International Competition Leader who announces the 
lined-up competition groups to the president of the CTIF. 
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At the closing ceremony the winners will be announced. Each competition 
group receives a certificate according to its ranking as well as the large 
International Fire Brigade Competition Medal of CTIF.  

 The best placed competition groups may be given prizes of honour by the 
organiser. 

Each competitor, each judge, the members of the delegation leadership and 
the organisation personnel receive the International Fire Brigade 
Competition Badge. 

Groups that stay away from the closing ceremony (proclamation of 
winners) without any excusable reason, will neither receive the 
International Fire Brigade Competition Badge nor the Large International 
Fire Brigade Competition Medal.  

The proclamation ceremony is ended by lowering the International Fire 
Brigade Competition Flag, accompanied by a march of all national 
delegations and the judges. 
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Appendix 1  
 

 
 Running beam for the 100 m-obstacle race and the fire brigade relay race 4 x 100 m 

all measurements 
in cm 
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Climbing tower for scaling with the hook ladder 

Appendix 2  

Safety pad Starting line 

Fall arrester 
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Appendix 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact plates for time-keeping of scaling with the hook ladder 

all dimensions in 
cm 
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Safety net for the climbing tower    Appendix 4 
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Appendix 5  
 
Obstacle wall 4 x 100 m – female teams 
 
     120 
 
     110 
  
 
     10                                                   4. 
                         50 
 
 
                                                     3. 
             50 
 
 
                2. 
                       50 
   
 
                                                     1. 
                       50 
 
 
 
 
                    
 
 
 
 

 200 
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House obstacle for fire brigade relay race 4 x 100 m – male 
teams 

Appendix 6 
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200

200

~ 2,5

max. 10

100 100

105 x 10

 3 

 
 
Finish device and platform for the fire fighting attack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 7 
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Race track for the 100 m-obstacle race 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 8 

Auflaufbohle

10

5

Ziel

Verteiler

Begrenzungslinie

Laufbalken

2 C-Schläuche

Hürde (0,7 x 2 m)

Start

23

5

10

37

25

100
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Haushindernis

Hindernis-
wand

Haushindernis

Hindernis-
wand

Appendix 9 

Race track for the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m – male teams 
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Appendix 10 

Race track for the fire brigade obstacle relay race 4 x 100 m female teams 
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Appendix 11 
 
Race track for the fire fighting attack 
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C
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Appendix 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coupling distance at the fire fighting attack 
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Teilnehmerliste A

Ort, Land Datum:

Mannschaft: Wertungsgruppe:
Nation:

Nummer gütig bis
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Kontaktperson:
Datum, Unterschrift

e-mail Telefon

Name, Vorname

Ankunfts-
datumName, VornameNr.

Wettkampf im Feuerwehrsport

Transport-
art FunktionReisepassGeburts-

datum

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 13 
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Appendix 14 
Teilnehmerliste B

Mannschaft:
Nation:
Wertungsgruppe:

Nr. Name, Vorname Start-Nr.
100m-HB

(1-8)
Hakenleiter

(1-8)
4 x 100 m
(A/B 1-4)

Löschangriff
(x)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Die Mitglieder der Mannschaft sind medizinisch versichert sowie untersucht
und erfüllen die gesundheitlichen Vorraussetzungen zur Teilnahme an den Wettkämpfen.

Kontaktperson:
Unterschrift Verantwortlicher für die MannschaftName, Vorname

e-mail, Telefon
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Anlage 15 
Template of start and results list 
 
 
 
 
 

Platz Name, Vorname Mannschaft Nation Bestzeit Zweitzeit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Ergebnisliste
Intern. Feuerwehrwettkämpfe des CTIF

Feuerwehrsportwettkämpfe
Austragungsort, Datum

Wertungsgruppe, Disziplin 

Lauf Bahn Name, Vorname Mannschaft Nation Lauf 1 Lauf 2

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

2 1

2 2

2 3

2 4

Startliste
Intern. Feuerwehrwettkämpfe des CTIF

Feuerwehrsportwettkämpfe
Austragungsort, Datum

Wertungsgruppe, Disziplin 
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Protokoll Gesamtwertung Feuerwehrsportwettkampf 

Wettkampfart:

Austragungsort, Datum:

Wertungsgruppe:

100m-Hindernislauf Hakenleiter- Feuerwehrhindernis- Löschangriff
Platz Mannschaft Land  steigen staffel 4 x 100 m  Summe

Zeit-
summe

Platz/
Punkte

Zeit-
summe

Platz/
Punkte

Zeit-
summe

Platz/
Punkte

Zeit-
summe

Platz/
Punkte

der
Punkte

Hauptschiedsrichter: Wettkampfleiterstellvertreter Sport:
Unterschrift Unterschrift

Appendix 16  
 

Template general score 
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Appendix 17  
 
Protocol of records 
 
 
Discipline: …………………………………….. 
 
Scoring group: ……………………….. 
 
Date of the record: ……………………….. 
 
Place of the competition:  …………………………… 
 
 
Name, first name: ……………………….. 
 
Date of birth:  ……………………….. 
 
Team: ………………………………. 
 
Nation: ……………………………………… 
 
Time:  ……………………………………… 
 
Acknowledgements: 
 
Discipline judge: …………………. 
 
Main judge:  …………………. 
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Team:  ...…………………………… 
Scoring group: ……………………………… 
Discipline:  ……………………………... 
Race no.:  ………………. 
Track no.:  ………………. 
 
Reason of the complaint: 
……………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………….. 

Signature of team leader            

 

Receipt of the complaint by the discipline judge : 

 

………………………….  ………………………….                                                                     

Time    Discipline judge 

Decision of the Judges Panel: 

sustained      rejected   

 Reason: 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………….  ………………………….                                                                        

Appendix 18  Complaint template 
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Time   Discipline judge 
 


